THE WORLD OF GOOD AND BAD: THE SPLIT EARTH

THE CAST

The Good Side
Mayor Liam Edwards: Salvador Edwards
Naomi Howard: Zoe Gonzalez
Beverly Howard: Valentina Garcia
Rosa: Mia Duran
Ruth: Kaylany Lopez
Sarah: Alyse Morrison Lewis
Carolina / Donkey Dragon: Anabella Soto
Violet: Loren Castillo Valdera
Azumion Jones: Anayalee Almodovar
Seeshawna: Jade Bloom

The Bad Side
Mayor Storm Bow: Siena Chu
Joe the Trash Monster: Liam Tutiven
Trash Minions: Camila Abreu, Nina Severs
Zombie Bob Ross: Dylan Mooney
V: Rikermy Gil
Zia: Scarlett Moonasar

Grandma Carol: Nadia Sepsenwol
Grandpa Carl: Hunter Bryant

Student Design Team / Chorus:
Sujana Chowdhuary
Nicaury Garcia
Posey Severs

DESIGNERS
Federica Borlenghi

Clara Wiest
Talis Velazquez

TEACHING ARTISTS
Co-director: Nadia Sepsenwol
Co-director / Design Assistant: Talisa Velasquez
Assistant Teaching Artist / Assistant director: Hunter Bryant
Stage Manager / Intern: Alexandra Halloman
Composer / Musical Director: Nina Grollman

Sereida Rodriguez-Guerra-PRINCIPAL
Tatiana Lucassi: P.S. 84 PHYSICAL/EDUCATION TEACHER
Dior St. Hillaire: BK ROT EXEC. DIRECTOR
NOEL Allain: ARTISTIC DIRECTOR-THE BUSHWICK STARR
Machel Ross: ASSOCIATE ARTISTIC DIRECTOR-THE BUSHWICK STARR
Cassandra Brown: EDUCATION DIRECTOR-THE BUSHWICK STARR
Jay Maury-TECHNICAL DIRECTOR-THE BUSHWICK STARR
Joel Cruz-TECH ASSISTANT